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a b s t r a c t
Precipitate morphology evolution (PME) has been achieved in an Al–Mg–Si alloy by using two-step
aging treatment. The PME from spherical gradually to rod-/needle-like allows us to track the mechanical properties to the precipitate morphology. For comparison, precipitate content evolution (PCE) was
also developed in this alloy using one-step aging treatment, where the shape of precipitates was kept
almost the same of needle-like. Systematic experiments have been carried out to compare the effects
of PME and PCE on the notch sensitivity of the ductile fracture. It is clearly shown that the alloys with
PME exhibit ductility and fracture toughness much sensitive to the triaxial stress than those with PCE.
Interesting phenomena have been observed that the PME causes ductility and fracture toughness to
change in an inverse way, i.e., fracture toughness increasing with decreasing ductility. While the PCE
causes ductility and fracture toughness to vary in the same way. The difference in notch sensitivity of
ductile fracture between PME- and PCE-containing alloys has been rationalized by considering a competition effect between precipitate–dislocation interaction and precipitate–matrix deformation discrepancy
as the dominant strain localization mechanism, which, as revealed from quantitative assessments, is
modulated by the precipitate morphology.
© 2010 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction
As an important kind of structural materials, heat-treatable aluminum alloys have found extensive applications in transportation
ﬁelds such as in aircraft and automobiles, where high strength and
superior fracture toughness are both required for security reason
[1]. Extensive studies [2–7] have been carried out to understand
the factors affecting these mechanical properties, with aim to further strengthen and/or toughen the aluminum alloys. It has been
revealed [2–4] that the strength of aged aluminum alloys is mostly
derived from the ﬁne precipitates, while the fracture toughness is
affected by much more metallurgy factors, such as the second phase
particles, grain size and texture, and grain boundary. The second
phase particles are generally regarded [2–4,7–9] as the most important metallurgy factors, which are complicated by the presence of
three classes of particles, i.e., coarse constituents, intermediate dispersoids, and ﬁne precipitates, in the commercial heat-treatable
aluminum alloys. The brittle constituents with size in micrometers
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are primary void initiators or preferential crack propagating path
because they are ready to break during extrusion/rolling processing or under service loading. This causes a reduction in ductility
and fracture toughness of the aluminum alloys [8]. The dispersoids
with size in sub-micrometers were found to have dual effect: on
one hand, the decohesion of dispersoids from matrix to form void
sheets will truncate primary void growth and preclude a large strain
accumulation [10]; on the other hand, dispersoids can improve the
deformation capability by reﬁning the grains and homogenizing
the slip behavior of materials [9,11]. The ﬁne precipitates with size
in nanometers also exert a very large effect on the ductile fracture, which can be clearly illustrated from the experimental results
of aging-dependent fracture toughness [1–3,5]. Both constituents
and dispersoids are not affected by the aging treatment. Besides,
the grain size and texture is insensitive to the aging treatment that
is performed at somewhat low temperature. What is responsible
for the aging-dependent fracture toughness of aluminum alloys is
the precipitate evolutions during aging treatment.
The precipitate evolutions are usually referred to the variation
of precipitate in size, volume fraction, and coherency with the aging
treatment [1,12,13]. In the underaged stage until to peak-aged condition, the precipitates gradually nucleate and grow, resulting in a
successive increase in the volume fraction. Meanwhile, the precip-
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itates will transit from coherent to non-coherent. Correspondingly,
the deformation mode of the aluminum alloys is from dislocation shearing to dislocation looping. In the overaged stage, the
volume fraction of precipitates is kept almost constant while the
precipitates further coarsen via Ostwald ripening. The resistance of
precipitates to dislocation motion, although inducing considerable
strengthening effect, will cause a tendency for slip localization, i.e.,
the development of superbands and large slip offsets which represents strain concentrations. Premature cracking within the strain
concentrations leads to a loss of ductility and toughness. The narrower is the interparticle spacing between the precipitates, the
stronger is the precipitate–dislocation interaction and the more
intense the strain concentration.
The aging-dependent precipitate evolutions in size and volume
fraction have been quantitatively described by using thermodynamic models and further related to the hardness/yield strength
for aging-hardening aluminum alloys, as successfully applied in
2000 series [14,15], 6000 series [16–18], and 7000 series [19,20]
aluminum alloys. Most recently, the treatment of process modeling has been [21–25] even extended to calculate the inﬂuence of
aging-dependent precipitate size and volume fraction on the much
more complex ductility and fracture toughness in commercial heattreatable aluminum alloys. In comparison, the understandings of
precipitate morphology on the ductile fracture of aluminum alloys
are much inadequate.
The precipitates in practical heat-treatable aluminum alloys
usually have diverse morphology. Depending on the two competing energies of interfacial energy and strain energy engendered
by the misﬁt (lattice parameter difference), the equilibrium shape
of precipitates can range from spherical to plate-like to rod-like
[26]. For example, the  precipitates in Al–Cu-based alloys [27,28]
and ␥ precipitates in Al–Ag alloys [28,29] have a morphology of
plate or disc shape, the ␤ precipitates in Al–Mg–Si alloys [30]
have a rod or needle shape, and the Al3 Sc precipitates in Al–Sc
alloys are spherical [31]. The inﬂuence of precipitate shape on the
strengthening effect has attracted some attention. Kelly [32] developed strengthening equations appropriate for the alloys dispersed
by aligned rod-shaped or plate-shaped precipitates, where only
a single variant of the precipitates (i.e., in a parallel array) was
considered. Some recent work [33–35] took into account three variants of the rationally orientated precipitates and made revision
on the Orowan equation. Calculations from these revised models
showed that the precipitate–dislocation interaction was dependent
remarkably on the precipitate shape, besides on the precipitate size
and volume fraction. Because the precipitate–dislocation interaction is sensitive to the precipitate shape, the ductile fracture of aged
aluminum alloys should be thus affected by the precipitate morphology. However, investigation on this precipitate morphology
effect is somewhat hard to perform because the precipitates having
different morphologies are customarily existed in different compositional alloys. Due to the inﬂuence of other metallurgical factors,
the ductile fracture of different compositional alloys is not comparable when only related to the precipitates. The most credible
approach is to achieve a precipitate morphology evolution (PME)
in a same compositional alloy, which can be directly related to the
mechanical properties to reveal the precipitate morphology effect
unambiguously.
In this paper, a two-step aging treatment (TS) is applied to a
kind of Al–Mg–Si alloys to develop a PME, from sphere gradually to
rod/needle-like, in the early stage of overaging without extensive
grain boundary precipitates. This allows us to track the mechanical properties (particularly the ductility and fracture toughness) to
the precipitate morphology. In comparison, a traditional one-step
aging treatment (OS) is also employed to develop the precipitate
content evolution (PCE), i.e., the volume fraction of precipitates
varying with aging time while the precipitate morphology keep-

ing the same of needle-shape. The inﬂuence of PME and PCE on
the ductile fracture of the Al–Mg–Si alloys is investigated for comparison by measuring the yield strength, ductility, and fracture
toughness. Notched samples with a range of stress triaxiality are
also uniaxially tested to reveal the difference in notch sensitivity
of ductile fracture between the PME and PCE. Experimental results
show that the notch sensitivity changes with aging for PME materials, owing to the changing morphology of the precipitates, while
the tendency is less pronounced for the PCE materials. Both materials are, however, strongly sensitive to stress triaxiality. It is also
interestingly found that the PME leads to increase in ductility but
decrease in both yield strength and fracture toughness. The change
of fracture toughness with ductility in an inverse way is distinctly
different from traditional observations as in the present PCE-alloys,
i.e., fracture toughness and ductility changing in a same way. These
conﬂicting results are well explained by considering the effect of
precipitate morphology on the notch sensitivity of ductile fracture.
2. Experimental procedures
2.1. Materials and processing
The Al–Mg–Si alloy used in present investigation is extruded
rod of 20 mm in diameter. The composition in weight percentage
is 1.12% Mg, 0.57% Si, 0.22% Fe, and balance Al. The alloy had been
solution-treated at 703 K for half-hour followed by water quench.
Subsequently, two aging treatments, i.e., one-step (OS) aging treatment and two-step (TS) one, were respectively employed. The OS
treatment was aged at 473 K, quickly following the quench. The
aging time is from 0.25 to 240 h. The TS was ﬁrstly pre-aged at 373 K
for half an hour. After stored at room temperature for 5 months,
the alloys were secondarily aged at 473 K for a series of time from
2 to 40 h. The maximum error of all the temperature measurements in present experiments was ±1 K. The TS aging treatment
is somewhat similar to the two-step aging-hardening process usually applied to the Al–Mg–Si alloys in automobile industry, where
the pre-aging treatment is employed to form “seeds” of the precipitates to assist the formation of effective hardening precipitates
upon second heating [36].
2.2. Microstructural determination
The microstructures of sectioned Al–Mg–Si rods were examined
using optical microscopy. Metallographic preparation involved
methods of standard surface preparation. The specimens were
etched with Keller’s etchant. Based on quantitative microscopy
[37], the size and volume fraction of the three populations
of second phase particles in the aluminum alloys, i.e., coarse
micrometer-sized constituents, intermediate sub-micrometersized dispersoids, and ﬁne nanometer-sized precipitates, were
quantitatively measured by using scanning electron microscope
(SEM) and transmission electron microscope (TEM), respectively
[15,22–25].
2.3. Mechanical measurement
Yield strength ( y ), reduction in area (RA%,  ), strain to fracture
(εf ) of the differently aged alloys were measured by using smooth
dog-bone-shaped tensile specimens with a gauge size of 6 mm in
diameter and 40 mm in length. All the specimens have an axis along
the longitudinal direction. The tensile test was performed at a constant strain rate of 5 × 10−4 s−1 with the load direction parallel to
the specimen axis. The yield stress was determined as the 0.2% offset and the strain to fracture was determined as εf = ln(Ao /Af ), where
Ao is the initial area and Af is the area at fracture of the specimens.
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Fig. 1. Typical optical micrographs showing the grains in OS-treated (a) and TS-treated (d) alloys for comparison; SEM images to show the coarse constituents in tested
OS-treated (b) and TS-treated (e) alloys, and ductile fracture surface from broken OS-treated (c) and TS-treated (f) samples. Arrows indicate the extrusion and tensile direction.
Some constituents are shown to break or debond as in (b) and (e).

Notched tensile specimens with circumferential notch at the center part were used to determine the dependence of εf on stress
triaxiality level. Different notch radii (r) were used in the notched
specimens in order to vary stress states. The stress states in such
specimens can be characterized by m /,
¯ the ratio of mean  m to
equivalent stress ¯ following conventional deﬁnitions [38], and is
given approximately by m /¯ = (1/3) + ln(a/2r + 1) [39], where a
is the radius of the notch ligament. The values of r were chosen
here to achieve different stress triaxiality level of m /¯ ranging
from 0.33 to 0.84.
Fracture toughness (KIC ) was determined using three point
bending sample and J-integral measurement. The samples, 18 mm
in width and 9 mm in thickness, have a L-R orientation (L: extrusion direction; R: radial direction) and the V-notch is normal to the
extrusion direction. Initial crack was machined by spark erosion
and subsequently grown by fatigue to an ac /w value of 0.55–0.65
(ac : crack length; W: sample width). Since the sample thickness is
too small to obtain a valid KIC according to ASTM standard, ductile
fracture toughness JIC was determined using multiple-sample tech-

nique outlined by the ASTM E813. An equivalent KIC , denoted KJC ,
was then derived from the JIC measurement using the relationship
[40]:
KJC =

 J E 1/2
IC
1 − v2

,

(1)

where E and v are the Young’s modulus and Poisson’s ratio of aluminum.
Three samples were tested in all the mechanical measurements
to ensure the results believable.
3. Results
3.1. Microstructures
Fig. 1 shows some typical microstructural images for OS- and TStreated alloys, respectively. Optical metallography of the present
extruded Al–Mg–Si alloys revealed a large, pancake-shaped grain
structure. There is no perceptible difference in grain size between
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Fig. 2. TEM images and corresponding sketches showing precipitate evolution in the OS-treated alloys aged at T = 473 K for t = 1.0 (a), 2.5 (b), and 4.0 h (c), respectively. One
can ﬁnd that morphology of the precipitates is kept as needle-like but the volume fraction is increased.

the OS- and TS-treated alloys, as respectively seen in Fig. 1(a) and
(d) for comparison. The average grain size is about 700 ± 100 m
in the extrusion direction and about 50 ± 20 m in the transverse direction. Quantitative measurements on the constituents
also showed no noticeable difference between the OS- and TStreated alloys (Fig. 1(b) vs (e)), i.e., the constituents having a volume
fraction of about 3.5 ± 0.5% and a size of about 2.5 ± 1.0 m. These
results indicate that the grain structure and coarse constituents are
not affected by the two aging treatments.
The precipitates are signiﬁcantly inﬂuenced by the aging treatments. Figs. 2 and 3 show the precipitate evolution in OS- and
TS-treated alloys, respectively. In the OS-treated alloys, the precipitates (determined as ␤ phase) are gradually nucleated and
continuously grown, resulting in a progressive increase in the volume fraction until to the peak-aged condition. But the precipitate
morphology is kept as the same of needle-like during the whole
OS treatment (Fig. 2(a)–(c)). In comparison, a precipitate morphology evolution (PME) is clearly observed during the secondary aging
treatment of the TS-alloys. Before the secondary aging, some precipitates have existed in the alloys. These precipitates, nucleated in
the pre-aging treatment, have a spherical shape (Fig. 3(a)). In the

secondary aging, two other precipitates with non-spherical shape
were also observed. One is rod-like and the other is needle-like,
see Fig. 3(b) and (c). The needle-like particles were precipitated
directly from the Al matrix while the rod-like precipitates were
found to nucleate in situ on the original spherical precipitates and
grow by consuming the latter ones. Fig. 4 shows representative
TEM and HRTEM images to demonstrate the growth of the rodlike precipitates on the spherical ones. The crystal structure of the
three types of precipitates was respectively examined by using
the combinations of high resolution TEM (HRTEM), corresponding FT (Fourier transform) analyses, and HRTEM image simulations
analyses [36,41]. The initial spherical precipitates, rod-like and
needle-like precipitates were determined to be the metastable
pre-␤ phase of AlMg4 Si6 (lattice constants a = 16.53 Å, b = 6.63 Å,
c = 6.72 Å, and ˇ = 102◦ , S.G. is C2/m [42]), ␤ phase of Mg5 Si6
(a = 15.16 Å, b = 4.05 Å, c = 6.74 Å and ˇ = 105.3◦ , S.G. is C2/m [43,44]),
and ␤ phase of Mg2 Si (a = 7.15 Å, b = 7.15 Å, c = 4.05 Å, S.G. is P63 /m
[45]), respectively. Recent atomic-resolution electron microscopy
[36] has revealed that, in heat-treatable Al–Mg–Si alloys, there exist
pillar-like Si2 columns providing the skeleton for the nanoprecipitates to evolve in composition, structure, and morphology. This
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Fig. 3. TEM images and corresponding sketches showing precipitate evolution in the TS-treated alloys secondarily aged at T = 473 K for t = 0 (a), 2.0 (b), and 10.0 h (c),
respectively. A precipitate morphology evolution is clearly found from fully spherical (pre-␤  precipitates) gradually to predominantly rod-/needle-like (␤  precipitates and
␤ precipitates).

conclusion can be simply used here to understand the nucleation
and growth of the rod-like ␤ phase on the spherical pre-␤ phase
because: (i) the ␤ phases have a lattice constant close to the pre-␤
phases, and (ii) the Si2 pillars in the pre-␤ phases provide skeleton
for the nucleation of the ␤ phases (Fig. 4(b)). Further analyses are
ongoing and details will be discussed elsewhere.
The variation of precipitate parameters with aging is also different between the OS- and TS-treated alloys. In the OS-treated
alloys, the single kind of precipitates show a progressive increase
in average size and an Avrami-type evolution in volume fraction
(Fig. 5(a) and (b)). The aspect ratio (A) of the precipitates is kept
within 30 ± 8 (Fig. 5(c)), approximately constant during the whole
aging process. While in the TS-treated alloys, the multiple precipitates with diverse morphology exhibit much complicated evolution
in parameters. Both the rod-like ␤ and the needle-like ␤ precipitates have volume fraction increasing with prolonging the aging
time (t). In contrary, the volume fraction of the spherical pre-␤

phases gradually decreases because some pre-␤ precipitates have
been consumed by the ␤ precipitates (Fig. 5(d)). Of special interest
to note is that there is no much change in the total volume fraction (about 1%) of the three kinds of precipitates. This means that,
although the precipitate morphology changes gradually from fully
spherical to predominantly rod- and needle-like, the evolution of
precipitate morphology can be simply looked as a reserved process
because of little change in the total content.
The spherical pre-␤ precipitates have an average size of about
15 nm during the whole secondary aging. The other two precipitates showed sizes remarkably dependent on the aging time t. See
Fig. 5(e), the length (l) of both the rod-like ␤ and the needle-like
␤ precipitates follows t1/4 relationship. This linearity of the l vs t1/4
plots is equal to what observed in the overaged conditions in the
OS-treated alloys (Fig. 5(b)), indicating that the secondary aging in
the TS-treated alloys is actually an early stage of overaging. At this
stage, no extensive grain boundary precipitates have been formed.
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Fig. 4. (a) Magniﬁed TEM typically illustrating the nucleation and growth of ␤  precipitates directly on a pre-␤  precipitate. Note that outer part of the spherical pre-␤ 
precipitate has a light contrast by compared with the central part, as indicated using a white line, which may be related to the decomposition of the outer layer to provide
solute for the growth of the ␤  precipitates. (b) A high-resolution TEM (HRTEM) image to show the in situ precipitation of the ␤  phase on the pre-␤  phase. The pre-␤ 
precipitate is outlined using dashed line. HRTEM image, corresponding FT (fourier transform) image, and HRTEM image simulation to analyze the structure of spherical
pre-␤  phase of AlMg4 Si6 (c) and rod-like ␤ phase of Mg5 Si6 (d), respectively.

The fracture of the TS-treated alloys, even aged at prolonged time,
is a typical transgranular mode involving the nucleation, growth,
and coalescence of voids (Fig. 1(f)), like to what observed in the
OS-treated counterparts (Fig. 1(c)).

3.2. Mechanical properties
Fig. 6 shows  y , , εf and KJC of the OS- and TS-treated alloys,
respectively, as a function of t. Here, the properties used to characterize ductility are εf and RA%, both from the measurement on
area change. RA% is an important parameter especially in industry because it has signiﬁcant implications in regard to bending and
crash. In the OS-treated alloys,  y ﬁrstly increases and subsequently
decreases with raising t, with maximum value happening at the
peakaged condition of about t = 7 h. The gradual increase in the
underaging stage is mainly associated with the progressive increase
in volume fraction, and the decrease in the overaging stage is caused
by further coarsening of the precipitates under almost constant volume fraction. The variation of , εf and KJC is just contrary to that of
 y , i.e., gradually going down to minimum value and then going up.
In the TS-treated alloys, however,  y monotonically reduces with
increasing t. The variation of  and εf is also contrary to that of
 y , like the case in the OS-treated εf alloys. But the variation of KJC
coincide with that of  y , distinct from what observed in the OStreated alloys. These conﬂicting results imply that there exists a
difference in the notch sensitivity between the PME-type and PCEtype alloys, which, as discussed later, is actually related to the effect
of precipitate morphology.
The inﬂuence of stress triaxiality (m /)
¯ on the ductility εf is
summarized in Table 1 for both the OS- and the TS-treated alloys.
One can easily ﬁnd a general trend that an increase in the notch acuity and consequently in the triaxial stress level causes a reduction in
the ductility. Further analyses reveal that the alloys with spherical
precipitates have notch sensitivity of ductility much weaker than
the alloys with rod-/needle-like precipitates. This again proves that
the notch sensitivity of ductility in aged aluminum alloys is signiﬁcantly dependent on the precipitate morphology, in agreement
with the above results on fracture toughness.

4. Discussions
4.1. Effect of precipitate morphology on strengthening
The strengthening effect in aged aluminum alloys is mainly
come from the precipitates. It has been well known that raising
the precipitate content and reducing the precipitate size can promote the strengthening effect. Besides, computer simulations have
also revealed that precipitates with different shapes should have
different strengthening response [33]. When the precipitates are
unshearable, the increment in yield strength caused by spherical
precipitates ( s ) is generally expressed as [18]:
s =



3fs
M
(2 Gb)
rs
2

1/2

,

(2)

where M is the Taylor factor (∼3.1), G is the shear modulus of the
aluminum matrix (28 GPa [15]), b is the magnitude of Burgers vector in Al (0.286 nm [15]), is a constant close to 0.5, and rs and fs
are mean particle radius and volume fraction of the spherical pre-␤
precipitates, respectively.
On the other hand, the increment in yield strength caused by
rod- and/or needle-like precipitates ( r/n ) has been given by [33]:



MGb

r/n = 0.065 
rr/n 1r/n


+ 0.14

rr/n
1r/n


1/2

fr/n + 0.75




3/2

fr/n


ln

rr/n

1/2
fr/n

1r/n

0.158rr/n
r0


,

(3)

where subscript r/n means the expression is either for the rod-like
␤ precipitates or for the needle-like ␤ precipitates, l, r (=l/A), and f
are the half-length, radius and volume fraction of the precipitates,
respectively, and r0 denotes the inner cut-off radius (0.572 nm [32])
for calculation of the dislocation line tension. In present experiments, all the precipitates are non-shearable, so Eqs. (1) and (2) can
be used here. In the OS-treated alloys, only single kind of needlelike precipitates are present, the total yield strength of the alloys
( y ) is the sum of the intrinsic strength of the pure aluminum ( i ),
the solid solution strengthening ( ss ), and the precipitate strength-
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Fig. 5. Variation of volume fraction (a and d), length l (b and e), and aspect ratio (c and f) of the precipitates with aging time t in OS-treated (a–c) and TS-treated (d–f) alloys,
respectively.

Table 1
Experimental data of εf at different stress triaxiality for both OS-alloys and TS-alloys.
t (h)

εf
m /¯
0.33

0.44

0.55

0.74

0.84

OS-alloys
0.25
1.00
2.50
7.00
25.0
48.0
240

0.36
0.32
0.28
0.25
0.27
0.28
0.30

±
±
±
±
±
±
±

0.10
0.08
0.07
0.06
0.05
0.07
0.06

0.26
0.24
0.23
0.22
0.23
0.23
0.24

±
±
±
±
±
±
±

0.07
0.07
0.08
0.06
0.05
0.04
0.07

0.23
0.21
0.20
0.19
0.18
0.16
0.15

±
±
±
±
±
±
±

0.04
0.06
0.03
0.04
0.07
0.03
0.04

0.18
0.16
0.15
0.15
0.14
0.13
0.13

±
±
±
±
±
±
±

0.05
0.05
0.04
0.03
0.03
0.02
0.03

0.14
0.14
0.13
0.13
0.12
0.11
0.11

±
±
±
±
±
±
±

0.04
0.04
0.03
0.03
0.03
0.02
0.02

TS-alloys
0.00
2.00
5.00
10.0
20.0
40.0

0.10
0.17
0.19
0.21
0.22
0.26

±
±
±
±
±
±

0.06
0.08
0.07
0.07
0.08
0.10

0.09
0.11
0.11
0.13
0.14
0.15

±
±
±
±
±
±

0.05
0.06
0.05
0.05
0.06
0.08

0.09
0.10
0.12
0.12
0.13
0.15

±
±
±
±
±
±

0.03
0.04
0.05
0.05
0.06
0.06

0.08
0.09
0.10
0.10
0.11
0.13

±
±
±
±
±
±

0.02
0.04
0.04
0.02
0.06
0.04

0.05
0.07
0.07
0.08
0.08
0.09

±
±
±
±
±
±

0.01
0.01
0.03
0.02
0.04
0.02
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Fig. 6. Variation of yield strength ( y ) and RA () (a and c), and strain to fracture (εf ) and fracture toughness (KJC ) (b and d) with aging time t in OS-treated (a and b) and
TS-treated (c and d) alloys, respectively. Only the line in (a) for  y is from calculations and all other lines are guide to eyes.

ening  n from Eq. (3):
y = i + ss + n .

(4)

The contribution from the solid solution strengthening,  ss , is a
function of the concentration of the solute atoms in the matrix, C
[46]:
2/3

ss =

qj Cj

(5)

j

where j represents speciﬁc solute elements Mg and Si in present
Al alloy, Cj is the adding dependent concentration of a speciﬁc
solute element in solid solution, and qj is the corresponding scaling factor as qMg = 29.0 MPa/wt.%2/3 and qSi = 66.3 MPa/wt.%2/3 [18].
Inputting the measured precipitate parameters (Fig. 5(a)–(c)) into
Eq. (3) and consequently into Eq. (4), the yield strength of the OStreated alloys can be calculated as a function of aging time t, as
shown in Fig. 6(a). The good agreement between the calculations
and the experimental results indicates that Eq. (3) is feasible for
quantitatively describing the strengthening effect of the needle- or
rod-like precipitates.
Quantitative understanding of the strengthening effect in the
TS-treated alloys is complicated by the multiple precipitates.
Although some superposition laws [33,47] have been suggested to
account for the coupling effect of individual types of strengthening
obstacles, they are not applicable enough to present complex precipitates that the ␤ particles nucleate and grow directly on some
pre-␤ particles. Alternatively, we can use the ratio between  s
(Eq. (2)) and  r/n (Eq. (3)) ( s / r/n ) to simply estimate the
variation of strengthening effect with PME in the TS-treated alloys.
The assessments are performed at a volume fraction of fs = fr/n = 0.8%
that corresponds approximately to the decrease in fs and concomitant increase in the sum of fr and fn during the second aging
of the TS-treated alloys (Fig. 5(d)).  s / r/n is calculated as a
function of the aspect ratio of the rod-/needle-like precipitates,
as shown in Fig. 7. The spherical precipitates are clearly found to
have a strengthening effect higher than the rod-/needle-like pre-

cipitates (in present alloys, rr is about (1/3)–(1/4) rs and lr/n /rr/n is
about 10–20). This indicates that the dislocations interaction with
spherical precipitates is stronger than that with rod-/needle-like
precipitates, which is responsible for the decrease in yield strength
with precipitate morphology evolution in the TS-treated alloys. The
dislocation interaction is related to the precipitate interface and
local strain ﬁlled around the precipitates. The rod-/needle-like precipitates, long in the axial direction and ﬁne in the radial direction,
have well-ordered interface along the length. While the spherical pre-␤ precipitates with relatively lager size in radius have a
much small fraction of this well-ordered interface. The local strain
ﬁeld around the spherical precipitates is more intense than that
around the rod-/needle-like precipitates. This results in a stronger
interaction between dislocation and spherical precipitates.

Fig. 7. Dependence of  s / r/n on the size ratio between the rod-/needle-like
precipitates and spherical precipitates (rr/n /rs ) as a function of the aspect ratio of the
rod-/needle-like precipitates.
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Fig. 8. Strength–ductility (a) and strength–toughness (b) relationships in present OS- and TS-treated alloys. Some previous results are correspondingly shown in (c) and (d)
for comparison.

4.2. Effect of precipitate morphology on ductility and fracture
toughness
Because the coarse constituents are not affected by the aging
treatment, the variation of ductility and fracture toughness
with aging time (Fig. 6) is related to the precipitate evolution.
The pinning of dislocations by the precipitates, which induces
strengthening effect, will cause local strain/stress concentration
and degrade the deformation capability. The more intense the
precipitate–dislocation interaction is, the higher the yield strength
is and concomitantly the lower the ductility and fracture toughness are. In other words, the strength and ductility/toughness are
often mutually exclusive in the precipitate–hardening materials.
This is exactly observed in the OS-treated alloys that have only
single kind of needle-like precipitates, i.e., increasing  y causes a
decrease in both εf and KJC regardless of the underaging and overaging stages (Fig. 8(a) and (b)). For further demonstration, Fig. 8(c) and
(d) give some others’ experimental results from conventional 2000
series Al–Cu–Mg alloys [3,21], 6000 series Al–Mg–Si alloys [48,49],
and 7000 series Al–Zn–Mg alloys [2,50]. All the three types of conventional heat-treatable aluminum alloys exhibit ductility (εf ) and
fracture toughness (KIC or UPE, UPE: unit propagation energy in
Kahn tear testing) varying with yield strength in a reverse way.
These results indicate that the local strain/stress concentration is
remarkably dependent on the precipitate content (size).
In the TS-treated alloys where the precipitates experience
morphology evolution, εf is also fond to reduce with raising  y
(Fig. 8(a)), similar to the  y − εf relationship in the OS-treated
alloys. It is thus made clear that the precipitate morphology also
exert signiﬁcant effect on the local strain/stress concentration. The
fracture toughness, however, increases with the yield strength,
showing a change in the same way Fig. 8(b). This strength–fracture
toughness relationship is distinctly different from the traditional
one as seen in the present OS-treated alloys and others’ experi-

ments (Fig. 8(d)). Because no visible changes were found in grain
size, grain boundary and in other two second phase particles of constituents and dispersoids during the aging treatment, the unusual
strength–fracture toughness relationship in the present TS-treated
alloys is related to the precipitate evolution in morphology.
Precipitates generally have two effects on the fracture toughness of aged aluminum alloys [2]. On one hand, they increase the
resistance to deformation, and in this way enhance the toughness.
On the other hand, the hardening caused by the precipitates is
also accompanied by a tendency for slip localization, resulting in
a reduced toughness. The yield strength of common heat-treatable
aluminum alloys is mainly varied by artiﬁcial aging, where the key
is usually to control the precipitate content and precipitate size
(for a mixed composition). Increasing the precipitate content (such
as in the underaging stage) or reducing the precipitates size at
a same content (such as decreasing the aging temperature), can
raise the yield strength. But, at the same time, these approaches
degrade both ductility and fracture toughness because inducing
more intense slip localization. This is the case in the present OStreated alloys, where the wide ranges of yield strength, ductility,
and fracture toughness were achieved by varying the precipitate
content (size) via the controlling of aging time.
In the TS-treated alloys, however, the wide range of yield
strength, ductility, and fracture toughness were obtained by
varying the precipitate morphology rather than by varying the
precipitate content (size). The total volume fraction of the precipitates is almost unchangeable. Under this condition, the deformation
capability and resistance to fracture of the alloys are related to two
effects: (i) the interaction between dislocations and precipitates,
and (ii) the deformation compatibility between the precipitates
and the matrix. As mentioned earlier, the dislocation interaction
with spherical precipitates is stronger than that with rod-/needlelike ones, the spherical precipitates are more apt to cause local
stress concentrations. On the other hand, applied stresses drive
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G
/sG ) on the volume fracture of spherical precipitates (fs )
Fig. 9. Dependence of (r/n

as a function of the interparticle spacing of the rod-/needle-like precipitates (r/n ).

the aluminum matrix deform plastically. While the hard precipitates embedded in the matrix cannot deform plastically but can
be rotated. Geometrically necessary dislocations (GNDs) have to
be induced in order to make up for the deformation incompatibility between the precipitates and matrix [51,52]. For the spherical
precipitates, the density of GNDs (sG ) is dependent not only on
the shear strain but also on the size and volume fraction of the
precipitates [51]:
sG =

4fs
.
brs

(6)

While for the rod-/needle-like precipitates, the density of GNDs
G ) is related to the parameter of interparticle spacing, 
(r/n
r/n [51]:
G
=
r/n

4
.
br/n

(7)

Here, r/n is evaluated by the minimum one between r and
n , i.e., r/n = min(r , n ). We can simply use the ratio between
G and G (G /G ) to assess the effect of precipitate morphology
r/n
s
s
r/n
on the precipitate–matrix deformation incompatibility. QuantitaG /G on f is plotted in Fig. 9 as a function
tively, dependence of r/n
s
s
of r/n . One can see that, at n ∼ 100 nm as observed in present TSG is over an order higher than G . This indicates
treated alloys, r/n
s
that, at a same shear strain, more GNDs are needed to make up

for the deformation incompatibility between the rod-/needle-like
precipitates and matrix, which is deﬁnitely harder to induce.
A competition between the above two effects with respect to
different constraint conditions is responsible for the similar trend
in strength–ductility while different trend in strength–fracture
toughness relationships between the TS-treated alloys and the
OS-treated ones. In tensile testing of the smooth and unnotched
samples where the mechanical constraint is relatively low, matrix
can deform homogeneously in the whole samples (at least
before the formation of necking) and the GNDs can continuously
nucleated. The free deformation makes the matrix possible to
accommodate itself to the rotation of the rod-/needle-like precipitate and the compensation for deformation incompatibility is
not a problem. In this case, the deformation capability is controlled by the precipitate–dislocation interaction. The stronger
this interaction is, the larger the local strain concentration is and
thus the lower the deformation capability is. Ductility decreases
with increasing yield strength, as shown in Fig. 8(a). While in
the fracture toughness testing, the notched sample experiences
large constraint and the plastic zone is localized mainly ahead
of the crack tip. This limits the free deformation of the matrix
and the continuous nucleation of GNDs, making the deformation discrepancy between the rod-/needle-like precipitates and
matrix hard to ﬁll up. Local stress/strain concentrations are thus
induced in the precipitate–matrix interface, raising with further
applied stress and causing local strain concentration. In this case,
the matrix-precipitate deformation discrepancy rather than the
precipitate–dislocation interaction will be the dominant mechanism for the local strain concentration. This causes the samples with
rod-/needle-like precipitates, although having lower strength, still
exhibit lower fracture toughness (Fig. 8(b)). Sketches illustrating
the competitive effect between the precipitate–dislocation interaction and precipitate–matrix deformation incompatibility as the
dominant stress/strain concentration mechanism are summarized
in Fig. 10 for the TS-treated alloys with PME. In the OS-treated
alloys, however, the precipitate morphology is kept needle-like
shape. The local stress/strain concentrations are mainly related to
the precipitate–dislocation interaction. The higher is the strength,
the lower is the ductility and fracture toughness, regardless of the
stress conditions.
Above results and discussions show that the alloys with rod/needle-like precipitates exhibit ductile fracture much sensitive to
the mechanical constraint. This conclusion, nevertheless, is drawn
from the testing of fracture toughness. Further work is needed to

Fig. 10. Sketches demonstrating the competitive effect between precipitate–dislocation interaction and precipitate–matrix deformation incompatibility as the dominant
stress/strain concentration mechanism, which is affected by the stress conditions.
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Fig. 11. Dependence of normalized ductility εf on the aging conditions as a function of stress triaxiality for the OS-treated (a) and TS-treated (c) alloys. Dependence of
normalized ductility εf on the stress triaxiality as a function of aging time t for the OS-treated (b) and TS-treated (d) alloys. Some MRC in t-dependent ductility have been
indicated by arrows.

support the conclusion. We therefore investigate the inﬂuence of
precipitate morphology on notch sensitivity of the ductility by uniaxially testing the notched cylindrical samples.
4.3. Effect of precipitate morphology on notch sensitivity of
ductility
The experimental results presented in Table 1 shows that an
increase in the stress triaxiality (m /)
¯ results in a reduction in
the ductility εf . These ﬁndings are consistent with previous observations [50,53,54]. A normalization treatment is further employed
on the original data to reveal the relative change in ductility with
respect to m /¯ and to the precipitate evolution, respectively, see
Fig. 11. The alloys with PCE exhibit close notch sensitivity of ductility at all aged conditions, including the underaged (t = 0.25 h),
peakaged (t = 7.0 h), and overaged (t = 48.0 h) ones (Fig. 11(a)).
When the precipitates are evolved in morphology (Fig. 11(c)), the
alloys with full spherical precipitates (t = 0 h) have ductility less
sensitive to m /¯ by compared with those with predominant rod/needle-like precipitates (t = 20 h). The increase in m /¯ decreases
the variation of ductility with aging treatment, ﬂattening the normalized εf vs t curves. But the inﬂuence of m /¯ in the TS-treated
alloys (Fig. 11(d)) is found to be much remarkable than in the
OS-treated alloys (Fig. 11(b)). Increasing m /¯ from 0.33 (smooth
sample) up to 0.84, the maximum relative change (MRC) in the
t-dependent ductility is from about −30% to about −10% in the
OS-treated alloys (indicated in Fig. 11(b)). While in the TS-treated
alloys, the corresponding MRC is from about +150% down to +30%
(Fig. 11(d)).
It is generally proposed [55–57] that the main inﬂuence of tensile hydrostatic stress is to promote the void nucleation at coarse
inclusions and/or accelerate the void coalescence. In the commercial heat-treatable aluminum alloys, the voids are nucleated at
the coarse constituents, resulting in the formation of larger dim-

ples on the fracture surface of the tested samples. We performed
careful observations on the facture surface of both the OS- and
TS-treated alloys aged at different conditions, respectively. Slight
change was found in the spacing between larger dimples regardless
of the aging conditions, as typically compared in Table 2 between
the TS-treated alloys aged at t = 0 h and 40 h. This means that no
apparent more voids have been nucleated with increasing m /.
¯
What is mainly responsible for the reduction in ductility is the
acceleration of void coalescence, as a result of strain localization
between voids. The strain localization within the matrix ligament
is closely related to the dispersed precipitates. As aforementioned,
the rod-/needle-like precipitates exhibit weaker interaction with
dislocations but severe incompatible deformation with the matrix,
by comparing with the spherical precipitates. In testing of smooth
cylindrical TS-type sample (m /¯ = 0.33), the matrix can deform
freely and the local stress/strain concentration is mainly controlled
by the precipitate–dislocation interaction. The ductility is remarkably increased by +150% when the precipitate morphology evolves
from full spherical to predominant rod-/needle-like. In notched
sample with increased stress triaxiality, the constrained matrix
has limited deformation and the local stress/strain concentration
is therefore much affected by the precipitate–matrix deformation

Table 2
Experimental data of  at different stress triaxiality for TS alloys aged at 0 and 40 h.
m /¯

Average spacing between large dimples,  (m)
t
0h

0.33
0.44
0.55
0.74
0.84

5.4
7.5
8.4
7.2
7.5

40 h
±
±
±
±
±

4.4
3.7
3.2
3.0
3.5

7.0
6.9
7.6
8.1
7.8

±
±
±
±
±

3.2
4.4
3.8
3.7
3.4
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alloys. Especially, the alloys with precipitate morphology evolution show similar strength–ductility relationship but distinct
strength–toughness relationship by comparing with the alloys
with precipitate content evolution. These results are rationalized by the competitive effect between precipitate–dislocation
interaction and precipitate–matrix deformation discrepancy as
the dominant strain localization mechanism, which is modulated by the precipitate morphology as well as the stress
triaxiality.
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Fig. 12. Sketch demonstrating the inﬂuence of PME or precipitate aspect ratio on
the ductility and fracture toughness of the heat-treatable aluminum alloys, which
is modulated by the triaxial stress.

incompatibility. This cause the MRC decreased down to about +30%
at m /¯ = 0.84. This clearly demonstrates that the change of notch
sensitivity with aging is more pronounced for the PME materials,
supporting above results and discussions from toughness measurements. In the OS-treated alloys, however, the precipitates are
always needle-like and the notch sensitivity is primarily come from
the effect of precipitate content evolution on the interaction with
dislocations, which, one can ﬁnd, is much less than that from the
effect of precipitate morphology evolution. Increasing stress triaxiality, the εf vs t curve transits from non-monotonic (ﬁrst decrease
and then increase) to monotonic. This is because the increase in
precipitate size and size will also make the deformation between
precipitate and matrix more incompatible.
Finally, a sketch is given in Fig. 12 to summarize the inﬂuence of
PME or precipitate aspect ratio on the ductility and fracture toughness of the heat-treatable aluminum alloys, which is modulated
by the triaxial stress. The precipitates with large aspect ratio lead
to more intense notch sensitivity in ductility and fracture toughness, and the morphology evolution from low aspect ratio to large
one will cause the alloys exhibit inverse change between ductility
and fracture toughness. This can be also applicable to other metal
materials containing nano-sized precipitates, for understanding
the notch sensitivity of the ductile fracture with respect to the
precipitate morphology.
5. Conclusions
(1) The precipitate morphology evolution, from full spherical to
predominant rod-/needle-like, has been achieved in a kind
of Al–Mg–Si alloys, which allows to investigate the effect of
precipitate morphology on the ductile fracture of the heattreatable alloys, by compared with the effect of precipitate
content.
(2) Local stress/strain concentration in heat-treatable aluminum alloys can be induced by two effects of the
precipitate–dislocation and the precipitate–matrix deformation incompatibility. The two effects with respect to
precipitate morphology are respectively assessed. The spherical precipitates are found to more strongly interact with
dislocations while the rod-/needle-like precipitates are harder
to compatibly deform with the matrix.
(3) The alloys with rod-/needle-like and spherical precipitates are
both sensitive to the stress triaxiality, while the change of
notch sensitivity with aging is more pronounced in the former
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